SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

9:00 am - 2:00 pm
The Jackson Zoo will be presenting
Newton's Laws of Motion with Ferrets.

Sports Science Activities featuring Heart Health, Scavenger Hunt & Science on Ice

EXHIBITORS
The Jackson Zoo
Keep Mississippi Beautiful
University of Mississippi Office of PreCollege Programs
WJTV Weather Lab
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10:00 am - 10:20 am & 2:00 - 2:20 pm
Live Animal Show (Rotwein Theatre)

10:30 am - 11:30 am
Mississippi Geographic Alliance Workshop
"Discover MS Eco-Regions with a Giant Floor Map"
Classroom B (ages 10-14, parents welcome)
Reservations required: nicole.smith@mmns.ms.gov

11:00 am - 12:00 pm & 1:00 - 2:00 pm
Aquatic Touch Tank (Exhibit Hall, downstairs)

3:00 - 4:00 pm
Mississippi Dino Talk (Rotwein Theatre; recommended for 5th grade & up)
An interactive talk with paleontologist George Phillips. Learn about Mississippi's dinosaurs and other fossils. Limited Seating.

EXHIBITORS
Belhaven University Student Members of the American Chemical Society
Bureau of Land Management
Central Mississippi Turtle Rescue
Entergy
The Institute for Imaging and Analytical Technology at MSU
MDWFP's Museum of Natural Science Educators and Scientists
MEMA for Kids
Mississippi College Chemistry Club
Mississippi Forestry Commission
Mississippi Geographic Alliance
Mississippi Library Commission
NASA
NOAA: National Weather Service
Seige Robotics
W. Jackson STEAM Collaborative and MS STEM Institute

EXHIBITORS
Central Mississippi Beekeepers
Central Mississippi Model Railroaders Association
CF Industries
Magnolia Woodturners
Mississippi Farm Bureau Federation - Ag in the Classroom
MSU: Mobile Environment Energy Laboratory
Ag Museum - Small Town Print Shop
Ag Museum - Blacksmith Shop
Ag Museum Education Station - When Food Fights Back
Ag Museum Education Station - Rainbow Rice
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EXHIBITORS
Barnes and Noble
Buckner Prosthetics
C Spire
Eaton
Georgia Pacific-Monticello
Holmes Community College
JSU Chemistry
Lobaki VR
Malina Healthcare
MDOT Litter Prevention
MDOT Safety
Millsaps Arc/Anthro
Mississippi Bug Blues (MSU Entomology)
Mississippi Polymer Institute
NASA - Stennis
NGenius Learning
RDS Farms
Robotics Alliance of MS/First Lego League and First Tech
RESE
St. Andrews
Tech Stars by Computer Explorers
UMC Pharmacy
USM Poly Sci
WLBT Weather Lab

Weapons are not permitted on Museum properties.
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MS SPORTS HALL OF FAME & MUSEUM
Food Trucks: Smokey's Meal on Wheels, Kona Ice, T&J Concessions, Kettle Corn

MS AGRICULTURE & FORESTRY MUSEUM
Food Trucks: Smokey's Meal on Wheels, Kona Ice, T&J Concessions, Kettle Corn

MS CHILDREN'S MUSEUM
Red Rocket Café (inside) & Chunky Dunks Ice Cream Food Truck

MDWFP'S MS MUSEUM OF NATURAL SCIENCE
Food Trucks: Capitol Coney Island, Wheel of Flavor, Ice Cream Dreams

PUBLIC PARKING

----- SHUTTLE RIDES (RUNS 9:00 AM - 5:00 PM)

△ SHUTTLE PICK UP & DROP OFF AREAS

● FOOD TRUCK STATIONS
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